GLOBAL MEETING SURVEY
MAY 28-29, 2015 LYON, FRANCE

ORGANISATIONS

- 3% University/Research/Think Tank
- 3% Private Company
- 13% Government
- 37% Non-Governmental Organisation
- 6% United Nations Agency
- 38% International Organisations

PARTICIPANT FACTS

- Fulfilled reason for attending:
  - 24% Partially
  - 76% Completely
- Reasons for attending:
  - To network/make new connections
  - To exchange ideas with colleagues and experienced peers
  - To represent my organisation at this meeting
  - To collect new information
  - To influence the strategy and future of the Logistics Cluster
  - To learn about new topics which are of interest to me
  - To know more about the Logistics Cluster
  - To give feedback on the Logistics Cluster
  - To present a talk/project

- 87% Sufficient opportunities to interact and network with other attendees
- 86% Just the right information about meeting subjects & communicated prior to its beginning

CONTENT

Best rated content

Operational Discussions: Nepal and Yemen

- Satisfied with variety of content
  - Moderately: 17%
  - Slightly: 7%
  - Completely: 52%
  - Very: 24%

TESTIMONIALS

"Day One was very interesting"

"A well organised event!"

"I really enjoyed this meeting, found it useful and liked the operational nature of many of the discussions."

"The Global Meetings are great as logistics is such a cross cutting discipline in humanitarian responses."

IDEAS FOR THE NEXT MEETING

- Include break out groups and brainstorming, especially with regards to the strategy, standardisation, e-cards and preparedness.
- More discussions on working together on academic-humanitarian research initiatives for developing and testing new and innovative concepts.
- Have in-depth and interactive topics, and include more break-out sessions, increasing engagement and innovation.
- Continue discussions on major topics such as cash and markets, professionalization working with academia and militaries, and the role of the Logistics Cluster in supporting SDGs."